EXPLORE
Sundarbans – The Indian Amazon
With India Beacons

The area was declared as Protected Forest in the year 1878
- It was declared as Reserve Forest in the year 1928
- One of the first nine Tiger Reserves declared under the Project Tiger Scheme in the year 1973
- A part of the Tiger Reserve was notified as the Sajnakhalli Wildlife Sanctuary having an area of 362.33 sq km in the year 1976
- The core area of the Tiger Reserve was declared as the Sunderban National Park in the year 1984. The area of the National Park is 1330.10 sq km
- The National Park Areas was inscribed as a Natural World heritage Site in the year 1987
- The Tiger Reserve along with adjoining forest areas and human habitations were declared as Sunderban Biosphere Reserve in 1989
- The Sunderban Biosphere Reserve was recognised as a Global Biosphere Reserve in 2001
- 1699.62 sq km of the Tiger Reserve was declared as Critical Tiger Habitat in the year 2007
WHY INDIA BEACONS?

- We offer customised and tailor-made trips to suit your needs and dates.
- We show you more of Sundarbans than any other operator.
- You spend more time on the boat than resort to fully explore Sundarbans.
- We are the only operator to show you a special physical feature of Sundarbans, the “mudflats” at Chargheri Char.
- Our boat is one of the fastest (six cylinder), cleanest and well maintained boat in Sunderbans with facilites like comfortable bed rest, excellent cuisine, hot and cold water dispenser and very clean bathroom with latest fittings
- Our tour also includes a country boat ride oared by local fishermen

Visit us at www.indiabeacons.com,
www.sundarbans.net
The 3:30 hrs journey begins from Kolkata ......
Arrival at the last land point to board the Launch ...

- One of the few 6-cylinder boat in Sundarban
- Kurlon mattresses for rest
- Hot and cold water dispenser
- Deep Freezer
- Laptop and mobile chargers
- Neat and clean western toilet with latest fittings
- Buffet Lunch Facility

Arrival at the last land point to board the Launch ...

Our Boat

- One of the few 6-cylinder boat in Sundarban
- Kurlon mattresses for rest
- Hot and cold water dispenser
- Deep Freezer
- Laptop and mobile chargers
- Neat and clean western toilet with latest fittings
- Buffet Lunch Facility
Spik n Span ... INTERIORS

The boat journey to the largest mangrove of the world begins......
Enjoy welcome drink on board and .....
while lunch awaits you.....

Buffet Lunch on the Deck

Enjoy the cruise through the creeks ......
...... It is bewitching and mysterious ......
Accommodation Options

Luxury
Accommodation Option

And we do not miss out on this too .....
White Breasted Sea Eagle

Narrow Creeks ......

Mud walk at Char Gheri Char .....
Village walk at Char Gheri Char .....

Village walk at Char Gheri Char .....
Our Guests

Visit us at www.indiabeacons.com,
www.sundarbans.net
Thank You........
India Beacons awaits your visit to “The Sundarbans”
www.sunderbans.in
www.sundarbans.net
www.indiabeacons.com